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Wide area search is an
extended search
which will challenge
the majority of
responding
organisations due to
the scale and extent
of search-related
activities, as well as the
emerging rescue and
recovery effort. In the
UK, mountain rescue
and lowland rescue
teams have significant
levels of search
management skills that
may be called upon
to assist with planning
and managing a wide
area search.
Wide area search activities

happen infrequently, but the UK

has experienced a number of

these events over the years. Pam

AM flight 103 was blown up over

Lockerbie in 1988 and the

associated search was extensive

and intensive requiring a lot of

effort, extending from southern

Scotland into the north east of

England.

In more recent times, it has been

flood-related incidents that have

generated significant wide area

search activities. In 2009, Cumbria

and Cockermouth in particular was

subject to a major search effort.

The 2007 floods in the south of the

UK also required a major search

effort but, thankfully, we’ve not

experienced the mass fatalities

associated with Hurricane Katrina,

the Haiti earthquake, Queensland

floods or the Japanese tsunami.

The experiences of other

countries with these wide area

searches identify a number of

lessons that may stand us in good

stead for any future wide area

search event, but the general

principles of search and its

management can still be applied.

The search management

principles of deciding where to

look, and then how to look

requires some adaption to be

effective for the wide area mass

missing persons event, but the

underpinning knowledge and skills

are found in mountain rescue

teams.

Redefining success
Classical search management is

based on achieving success as

fast as possible with significant

management and field search

effort being focused on the

missing person. In the wide area

search, success may need

redefining to encompass the

desired outcome of ‘find as many

people as quickly as possible.’

For many search and rescue

teams this will require a significant

level of discipline, as the tasks

being undertaken may be more

about developing an

understanding of the search

problem rather than solving it for

an individual. Ongoing rescue

effort may tie up valuable search

resources so the search effort

requires careful planning and

monitoring.

Categorising
missing people
Missing person behaviour and

statistical information is a vital

consideration for the planning

team for normal missing person

searches. The statistical data and

behaviour traits identified from the

collected data over the years has

proved to be a reliable planning

aid once a missing person has

been categorised. The

categorisation process helps to

understand the vulnerability of

missing people.

In wide area searching, there is a

much more limited data set,

Koester (2008) provides data on

many different categories of

missing people but they are

considered as single individuals or

small groups.

In the wide area search, we may

be dealing with a large number of

different reasons why a person is

unaccounted for, but a simple

form of categorisation may help to

in the overall search management

process.

Missing: unaccounted
This category includes the

groups typically associated with:

• Reports of people missing by

family and friends.

• Reports from rescue teams
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tasked to evacuate people but,

when the team arrives, the people

are not at the expected location.

• People who have self-notified

that they are moving to a position

of greater safety and but fail to

arrive.

Missing: witnessed
When an event is witnessed and

subsequently reported, it needs to

be handled appropriately. An

example might be a car, seen to

be washed away on a ford, which

will require some effort to search

for the car and its occupants. The

scale of these events will typically

be relatively small, but there is

potential for large scale events that

could fall into this category such as

a coach full of people being

washed away or a train.

Lost
The lost category for wide scale

events would cover the group of

people that are relatively safe but

are reporting that they are unable

to make a recognised point of

safety, such as a casualty

reception centre, for whatever

reason. This category may, with

some assistance, be easy to find

and relocate, but the urgency level

associated with a response may

change with time so they will

require some management effort

to maintain a view of their status.

In this context, the use of

categories has a number of

different roles including identifying

the most vulnerable groups and

providing a broad management

framework.

Determining where to
search
Building intelligence about the

missing people is vital in

determining where to search.

Determining where to search in

wide area events is going to be a

combination of a number of

different factors, including

vulnerability and susceptibility to be

affected by the incident.

Historical data, if available, may

aid search managers in

developing an understanding of

areas likely to be affected, this

should also take into account any

forecast changes (such as the

expected movements of flood

water). In a flood context, the

areas regularly affected by floods

are usually well known and, in

more extreme circumstances, it is

not too difficult to extrapolate and

forecast where others will be

affected in the near future.

Managing and assessing the

reports of missing people will

provide an indication of where the

need to search might be greater (a

clustering of reports may be an

indicator of a potential search and

rescue issue). The emergency call

handling centres will be important

to manage this sort of information

but, in major incidents, information

will also have to be collated from

other sources such as rest

centres, casualty reception centres

and call centres set up to handle

enquiries.

Determining where to search

may also helped by identifying

areas with higher population

densities in the affected area. The

chance of success, in terms of

finding larger numbers people,

might be associated with areas of

towns or cities where large

numbers of people can be found

or accounted for and their rescue

needs identified. When

communication systems such as

the public telephone and mobile
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phone networks are adversely

affected, this may be the main

method of initially dealing with

where to search until teams on the

ground provide more detail. This

information can often be found

from local government

Understanding where vulnerable

people are located is about

gathering and processing

information from a range of

sources such as the local authority

and its support services, and

health trusts, as well as what can

be gleaned from reports made by

family and friends. However, it may

be more efficient in terms of

search planning to identify whether

there are clusters of vulnerable

people (such as in nursing homes

or sheltered care).

Another vulnerability

consideration in determining

where to search is associated with

event hazards and the impact of

not searching early enough. In the

2007 floods, holiday homes

represented a particular risk with

an unknown number of people

potentially trapped in them by the

flood waters around Hereford,

Worcestershire and

Gloucestershire. Significant effort

went into checking holiday home

sites using a range of assets,

including thermal imaging and

responders on the ground doing a

door-to-door type search.

Those occupying the holiday

homes were at greater risk than

people trapped in traditional

buildings for a number of reasons:

the homes were less structurally

sound, with limited height so

evacuation upwards was not an

option, and these homes were

often located next to rivers that

were at significant risk of serious

flooding with deep water and high

flow rates that would make it

difficult to manoeuvre around the

area.

The impact of the types of

buildings may also be a factor in

determining where to search. In

flood events, single storey builds

do not afford escape from the

water levels by easily moving

upwards. In Carlisle 2005, early

rescue effort was required to a

number of these sorts of building,

compounded by the age-related

vulnerability of the group often

found living in them. In the 1953

east coast inundation, over 300

people lost their lives, with 24,000

properties affected.

Using regions to
develop a consensus
For longer search operations,

using regions to develop a

consensus of where to search, is a

method of dealing with the

potential complexity of information

and data available to a search

management overhead group.

The range of factors that need to

be considered is very large and

complex, but breaking up the

affected area into regions and then

using a consensus to evaluate

where to search first would be a

robust, reliable and recordable

method.

Why is it important?
Currently in the UK, there are

only limited capabilities to manage

the usual missing person search

incident. For wide area searching

involving larger numbers of

missing or lost people, the

knowledge and skills required

depend heavily on having a good

understanding of how to manage

a search.

MREW and ALSAR currently

have teams with a significant

capability that, with some

adaptation, could potentially be

very effective at assisting in

managing major wide area events

and incidents. It will make the ‘s’ in

‘sAR’ larger. Without search, many

rescues may not occur at the most

opportune moments.
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